
British musician Farius is at the top of his game - with 
releases on renowned labels such as Enhanced, 
Armada, Anjunabeats, live shows with leading brands 
including Ministry of Sound, A State Of Trance and more, 
he also hosts Enhanced Sessions, a weekly radio show 
broadcast in over 25 countries around the world with 
over 650k global listeners on 60+ stations. In addition to 
all this, he also heads up A&R at Enhanced Music - it’s 
no wonder he has cemented himself as one of the 
leading figures in the world of progressive and trance.  

Farius has gained the interest of fans around the world 
with his consistent melody-led, euphoric sound, 
garnering support from industry heavyweights Above & 
Beyond, Armin van Burren, Marcus Schulz, David Guetta 
and more in their shows. His signature sound has 
continuously turned heads in the electronic music world, 
with celebrated acts such as Tritonal, Audien, Gabriel & 
Dresden, and Andrew Bayer all asking him to remix their 
own music. 

In 2020, Farius released his debut artist album ‘From The 
Start’ on Enhanced Music, reaching the top10 in the 
iTunes dance charts whilst amassing rave reviews from 
the dance music press. Alongside continuing to turn out 
new music, his natural talent for radio and broadcast 
continues to shine - hosting for Nexus Radio (US) events 
from Miami to Amsterdam, providing multiple guestmixes 
for Sirius XM in the US, and most recently being asked to 
host his own Kiss Fresh Presents show on Kiss FM (UK) - 
spotlighting his effortless strength behind a microphone 
and fulfilling his tastemaker prowess as he showcased 
the best in progressive house and trance, a rare find on 
UK radio. 

As a versatile DJ, his energetic live shows have taken him 
around the world, playing at festivals such as Untold in 
Romania, Armin van Buuren’s iconic A State Of Trance in 
Mexico, Mardi Gras in Syndey, and more, alongside 
intimate club shows in cities such as New York, Phoenix, 
Miami, Cologne, Paris, Madrid to name a few. Whilst the 
world continues to recover from the pandemic, his diary 
continues to fill up with major performances at 
Dreamstate (SoCal) and A State Of Trance (Utrecht) to 
come, plus more shows across the US and Europe 
adding to a global gig calendar for Farius.


